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Objectives

To establish an association of satisfaction of life and co-factors in early and late aging.

To understand the satisfaction of life among elderly in the states through different aging cohort by utility index in India.

Methodsology

Methodsology

1. Age 45+ and Above

2. 72250

3. Age 60+ and Above

4. 31464

5. Age 75+ and Above

6. 6749

Steps of Analysis

Data Source: Longitudinal Ageing Study of India 2017-19

Steps of Analysis

1. Descriptive statistics of factor associated with satisfaction of life

2. Cronbach Alpha score among associated factors

3. Elderly (60+) Years and Satisfaction of life score in India: A State-wise Analysis

4. Results & Analysis

5. Elderly (65 + Years) and Satisfaction of life score in India: A State-wise Analysis

6. Late Ageing (age 75 Years and above) and Satisfaction of life score in India: A State-wise Analysis

7. Elderly (60 + Years) and Satisfaction of life score in India: A State-wise Analysis

8. Conclusion

Association between satisfaction of life and its determinants

• The assessment of satisfaction and utility is highly subjective.

• The current investigation endeavours to evaluate the subjective well-being of elderly individuals from various age groups.

• The research exhibits notable diversity in the sadness of the aging population across different predictors. Therefore, the concept of the satisfaction score is employed to generate a score for ten items that are favoured by various literary sources.

• There is a strong association between satisfaction and various background characteristics related to an individual’s daily life and living surroundings.

• Socio-economic factors are known to exert a significant influence on the determination of satisfaction. These determinants consist individual habits, such as happiness, sadness, physical mobility, working status, educational attainment, living arrangements, and spousal support, have been found to play a crucial role.

• Likewise, the perspective of age with regards to the satisfaction of elderly individuals is also impacted by these aforementioned factors.

• With the aging process the happiness of elderly individuals is subject to dynamic influences from various associated factors.

• The situation of an elderly individual residing in solitude poses a considerable challenge.
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